
Lecture overview 

Lecture 1:  general principles of neutrino interactions 
                                  and particle detection 
 
Lecture 2: neutrinos at GeV energies 



            eV        keV       MeV        GeV        TeV      

Proton  
accelerators 

The Atmosphere  
  (cosmic rays) 

Zoom in 
to the  
 ~ GeV 
energy range 



Physics questions of interest in this 
  energy range: 

 
Astrophysical neutrinos/cosmic rays 
 
 
WIMP dark matter 
 

1300 km !

Neutrino 
oscillations  
with beam and 
atmospheric 
 neutrinos 

(Also: nucleon decay... 
original motivation for 
large underground 
detectors!) 



Neutrino Oscillations 
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Flavor states related to mass states by a unitary mixing matrix 

participate in  
weak interactions 

eigenstates of free 
Hamiltonian 

unitary mixing 
   matrix 

|�f � =
N�

i=1

U�
fi|�i�

 If mixing matrix is  
  not diagonal,  
  get flavor oscillations 
  as neutrinos propagate 
  (essentially, interference 
   between mass states) 

(essentially, interference between mass states) 

Boris’ lecture yesterday: 



P (⇥f � ⇥g) = sin2 2� sin2

�
1.27�m2L

E

⇥
Neutrino oscillations in 2-flavor approximation 

amplitude 

P (�f � �g)

P (�f � �f )

wavelength= πE/(1.27Δm2) 

Distance traveled 

Δm2, sin22θ 	

 are the 
 parameters  
 of nature; 
 
 L, E depend on  
 the experimental 
  setup 



The Experimental Game  
l  Start with some neutrinos (wild or tame) 
l  Measure (or calculate) flavor composition 
         and energy spectrum 
l  Let them propagate 
l  Measure flavor and energies again 

Have the flavors and energies changed? 
If so, does the 
 change follow  

“Disappearance”:  ν's oscillate into 'invisible' flavor 

“Appearance”:  directly see new flavor 

? 

e.g. νe→ νµ at ~MeV energies 

e.g. νµ→ ντ at ~GeV energies 
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Parameterize mixing matrix U as: 

|�f � =
N�

i=1

U�
fi|�i�

sij � sin �ij , cij � cos �ij

We have, in the standard picture, three flavors 
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Oscillation probability in the 3-flavor picture:   

|�f � =
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U�
fi|�i� �m2

ij ⇥ m2
i �m2

j

oscillatory  
behavior 
in L and E 

(L in km,  E in GeV,  m in eV)	


è two frequency 
        scales 
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Still have wiggly behavior, depending on L/E 



atmospheric 

beams 
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~GeV neutrino range 
 addresses mostly the 
 “23” and “13” sectors 



Example: oscillations of ~700 MeV ν’s in T2K beam 

νµ disappearance 

νe appearance 

For antinus, 
 reverse signs of terms  α sinδCP, a  

Sensitive to Δm2
32, θ23, θ13, δCP  



The physics observables:  
transition probabilities as a function of L, E   

Another example: DUNE/LBNF, 1300 km 

spectra as a function of L, E   which effectively means 

Combination of detector baseline and 
beam energy (+ practical issues) chosen to optimize 
coverage of relevant wiggles 



For atmospheric neutrinos: range of L,E 

Neutrino  
direction 
determines  
baseline L 



Interactions of neutrinos  
in the few-GeV range 

See lectures later this week on xscns (K. McFarland) 

Neutrinos Antineutrinos 

Note: 
~1/3 the  
xscn 
for nubar 

quasi-elastic resonant 
deep inelastic 
   scattering 

Zeller & Formaggio 

scattering 
off nucleons, 
but can blow  
up the nucleus 



 Tag neutrino flavor by flavor of outgoing lepton 

W+ 

d u 

νl l- 

νl + N → l± + N' 

Cleanest channel: charged-current quasi-elastic 

ντ + n → τ- + p 
ντ + p → τ+ + n 

νµ + n → µ- + p 
νµ + p → µ+ + n 

νe + n → e- + p 

νe + p → e+ + n 

Require 
 Eν ~ 110 MeV 
   
Require 
Eν ~ 3.5 GeV  

Reconstructed 
 energy E⌫ =

m2
p �m2

n0 �m2
` + 2m2

n0E`

2(mn0 � E` + p` cos ✓beam)

` = e±, µ± mn0 = mn � Eb

e/µ 

θbeam Beam direction 
θbeam Beam direction 



Zeller & Formaggio 

Neutrinos Antineutrinos 

quasi-elastic resonant 
deep inelastic 
   scattering 

But there can be more  
complicated final states....  

pions, 
ejected 
nucleons, 
... 



What do you want in a detector for  
  a neutrino oscillation experiment? 



✔

neutrino flavor ID... usually “leading lepton”  
         (can be tricky for non-CCQE)  
 P (⇥f � ⇥g) = sin2 2� sin2

�
1.27�m2L

E

⇥

For beam ν’s, you know L, so you need 
  neutrino energy resolution 

For atmν’s, L must be  
   inferred from direction 

for CCQE, can  
improve with 
angular 
information in 
beam case 
 (trickier if there’s  
  more debris) 

angular 
resolution 

and of course, lots of events and low bg 

resolution on L/E 

✔

✔

✔ 

What do you want in a detector for  
  a neutrino oscillation experiment? 

✔ 



Magnetic field is nice for  
 lepton sign selection, to tag  
   neutrino vs antineutrino 

High volume magnetic fields hard, though...   
    expensive, interfere with sensors, ... 

νµ + n → µ- + p 
νµ + p → µ+ + n 

Good final state reconstruction can also help tag nu vs nubar 
          (protons or neutrons? muons from hadron decays?) 

✔



Comment on neutrino oscillation 
  experiments: 

Since you’re looking for flavor change, 
usually have near and far detectors*... 
 
 

measure spectrum and 
flavor content here to evaluate 

whether  
neutrinos have 
oscillated here 

Cancel systematics: 
  - flux (although note: 
         spectra may be different) 
  - xscn and detector effects 
        (for similar detectors) 

*Atmospheric ν detectors 
are their own near and far detectors!  



Aside on backgrounds: 
  cosmic rays 

Beams are usually 
pulsed.. so you know 
when the ν’s arrive 

“duty factor”:  pulse rate * pulse width 
 (fraction of time beam is on = rejection factor for CR bg)	




The weather is always fine underground 

Overburden enables 
collection of neutrinos 
with no beam trigger: 
proton decay, 
atmospheric ν’s, 
astrophysical ν’s,... 
 
(and make beam 
neutrino samples 
cleaner too!) 
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Muons are the penetrating particles 

mwe = “meters-water-equivalent” (scale by density) 

(Note: µ intensity 
decreases, but µ spectrum 
gets harder with depth)  



Large (multi-kton) detector technologies 

 Water Cherenkov 

Cheap material, 
  proven at very 
     large scale 

 Liquid Argon 

Excellent particle  
   reconstruction 

 Trackers 

Good particle  
reconstruction 

(a diverse 
category) 



Water Cherenkov Detectors 
 Charged particles produced in neutrino  
   interactions emit Cherenkov radiation if  β>1/n 

Thresholds (MeV) e     0.73 MeV  
µ    150   MeV 
π     200  MeV 
p    1350 MeV 

θC = 420  for relativistic  
    particle in water 

Eth =
m�

1� 1/n2

cos ⇥C =
1

�n

- Low light yield, but directional signal is helpful for reconstruction 
- Loss of heavy/low energy particles due to Cherenkov threshold 
- Possible enhancement with Gd for  
      inverse beta decay tagging (more later) 

No. of photons ∝ energy loss 



 Photons → photoelectrons  
   → amplified PMT pulses 
   → digitize charge, time 
   → reconstruct vertex, 
       energy, direction 
         

Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) detect single photons 



PMT Characteristics 

single pe 
charge 
distribution 

single pe 
timing  
spread 

quantum  
efficiency 

gain ~107 

(New HQE tubes 
 from Hamamatsu:  
  30-40% at peak) 

fast 



     Water Cherenkov detector instances 

1980            1990            2000            2010            2020    

IMB 

Kamiokande 

SNO 

Super-Kamiokande 

Hyper-Kamiokande ?? 



Super-Kamiokande Water Cherenkov detector 
 in Mozumi, Japan 

 Outer  
 detector: 
 1889  
 outward- 
 looking 
 PMTs 

 Inner detector:  
 11,146  
 inward-looking 
 PMTs 

1 km underground 

32 kton of  
ultrapure water 

cosmic 
ray veto &  
radioactivity 
buffer 



‘Typical’ atmospheric 
 neutrino event 
(~few GeV) in 
    Super-K I 

νµ + n → µ- + p 
CCQE 



Get different 
 patterns 
 in Cherenkov  
 light for  
 e and µ 	


From Cherenkov cone get angle, infer pathlength 



The reconstruction task:  vertex, energy, direction, PID; 
                        count and fit multiple rings 

Note that 
hadronic 
energy is 
largely lost 
due to  
Cherenkov 
threshold,  
which limits 
L/E resolution 



Terminology note:  FIDUCIAL VOLUME 

2 m 

volume 
for which 
reconstruction 
works well 
(and/or low bg) 
 
note: it  
may vary  
by physics 
 goal/analysis 



Future WC detectors: Hyper-K 

560 kton water  Cherenkov detector in 2 modules 
(+ upgraded J-PARC  beam to 750 kW+) 
 
Likely lower photocoverage  (PMTs are expensive) 

Note: these detectors can also do proton decay, and  
low-energy neutrino (astro)physics... will come back to this 



Another kind of water Cherenkov detector: 
long strings of PMTs in ice or water 

IceCube, ANTARES, Lake Baikal 
(KM3NET, IceCube-Gen2) 



Sparse arrays (~10 m separation) of PMTs, 
  primarily designed for very high energy  
   neutrinos (astrophysical sources) 

1.14 PeV 
event 



PINGU 

Proposed 
PMT infill 
for ~ GeV 
energy 
sensitivity 
 
(interesting 
regime for 
oscillation 
of atmν’s) 
 



Trackers or “tracking calorimeters” 
    ... quite a diversity... 

Many variations also for near detectors. 
  cross section detectors (MINERvA) 

Large ones for beam and atmospheric ν’s 



Typical design:  alternating planes of passive 
                              and active material 
   

•  Dimensions chosen to contain events  
      in range of interest 

•  Segmentation chosen to achieve needed resolution 
     ...more is better, but more expensive 
       (need to instrument with electronics)... 

Passive:  lead, iron,... 
Active: scintillator, emulsion, RPCs, (gas counters... ) 

or, can be totally active  (segmented scintillator) 



Notes on the active materials:   
Scintillator: material that emits light (~UV, visible) when 
                     particles deposit energy 

Solid (crystal or plastic): 
   easier to handle, shape 
Liquid (hydrocarbon):  
   cheap, but messy 
Note: noble elements  
   also scintillate 

combine 
with light sensors 
(PMTs, SiPMs, APDs...) 

chemistry not always well 
understood 

From Wikipedia article on 
scintillator! 

can get high light levels but ~isotropic emission 



Photographic emulsion 

•  very high 3D spatial resolution (<1 µm) 
•  density of grains ~ dE/dx 
•  not “real time”... process and scan later 

silver halide 

used in early 
cosmic ray  
experiments 



Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) 

•  anode and cathode made of high resistivity 
        material (plastic, glass) and separated by gas 
•  charged particles create ionization, which creates 

   an avalanche of electrons; pulse picked up on strips  
•  good spatial and time resolution 
•  rugged and cheap  



Soudan 2, Minnesota 

•  960 tons of iron plates  
   + proportional plastic drift tubes 

•  used for atmospheric neutrinos 



OPERA, Gran Sasso w/ CERN beam 

•  combines precision emulsion w/ fast active detectors 
 

•  emulsion bricks (1.2 kt)+ lead absorber  
 + scintillating strips 
 + magnetic spectrometers (RPC + drift tubes) 

  
•  select emulsion bricks to scan based on 

    electronic detector signals 
 

•  tau appearance: see short τ decay track 



MINOS, Minnesota  w/FNAL beam 

•  5 kton iron + plastic scintillator planes 
•  magnetic field for sign selection 
•  beam + atmospheric oscillations 



NOvA, Minnesota w/FNAL beam 
“fully active  
  scintillator” 

14 kt liquid scintillator 
  in long PVC vessels,  
w/ wavelength-shifting 
   fibers 



INO-ICAL, India 

•  50 kt iron + glass-plate RPCs 
•  atmospheric neutrinos 

    w/ magnetic field 

test stand events 



M. Soderberg 

Ionization charge 
 drifted and collected; 
 3D track using 
  drift time info 

-  very high quality particle 
   reconstruction possible 
-  slow due to drift time 
-  need scintillation light   
   (photosensors) for absolute time 
-  require very high purity,  
      cryogenic liquid 

Liquid argon time projection chambers 

exquisite 
event  
information! 



Higher efficiency 
 in a LAr TPC... 

A WCh 
detector 
needs to  
cut hard  
to select 
clean QE  
events 

A LAr detector (in principle) 
  reconstructs everything  



Better L and E for atmospherics in LAr 
Better angular resolution (no Cherenkov 
 threshold in LAr, so can fully reconstruct 
  4-mom of final state) helpful for L 



    Large liquid argon detector instances 

  2000                                   2010                                2020    

       Icarus @FNAL 

+ many `R&D’/prototype instances 

SBND 

DUNE 



FNAL Short Baseline Neutrino program 

ICARUS 
SBND 



MicroBooNE  

New!  
cosmic ray tracks 

•  200 ton LArTPC 
•  sterile oscillation 

   studies 



DUNE 

Magnet'
Coils'

Forward'
ECAL'

End'
RPCs'

Backward'ECAL'Barrel'
ECAL'

STT'Module'

Barrel''
RPCs'

End'
RPCs'LAr FD 

ND 

1300 km !

•  1.2 MW wide-band neutrino beam from FNAL 
•  LAr 40-kton fiducial mass far detector  
•  1300 km baseline, Sanford Lab in SD 
•  4850 ft (2300 mwe) depth 
•  Four 10 kt modules, 

    installation starting 2021 

Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment 



Nominal DUNE far detector technology 

62 m 58 m 

Steel Cryostat 

12
 m

 

14.4 m 

3.6 m 

Reference design 
    (for first module): 
horizontal-drift single-phase 
 time-projection chamber 
 

17.1-kt total, 13.8-kt active, 
   11.6-kt fiducial mass 
 
3 Anode Plane Assemblies (APA) 
   w/ cold electronics 
 
Cathode planes (CPA) at 180 kV  
    3.6 m max drift length 
 
Photon detectors for fast 
     event timing (non-beam physics) 

54 



Alternative DUNE far detector technology 
Dual-phase TPC is alternative design: 
  vertical drift w/ multiplication and readout at liquid-gas interface 
Significant R&D by LBNO collaboration 
 
Could be implemented for module(s) 2-4  
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Development and prototyping of LArTPCs 

DUNE Alternative Design"

WA105: 1x1x3 m3"
WA105"

35-t prototype"
ICARUS"

MicroBooNE"

DUNE Reference Design"

2015"

DUNE SP PT @ CERN "

SBND"

LBL"

SBL"

CERN neutrino platform + FNAL prototyping 
     + experience from FNAL SBN program  

Single 
phase 

Dual 
phase 

2016" 2018"

2018"
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What to take away from this lecture 
For ~GeV neutrino oscillation physics want: 
 
    flavor ID: lepton ID (and nu vs nubar) 
    resolution on L/E è angle, energy resolution 
     

Strategies have pros and cons: 

Water: cheap, proven, directional,  
   OK reconstruction, but lose  
    heavy particles 
 
Trackers:  decent reconstruction,  
      can do B field 
 
LArTPC: excellent reconstruction, but large 
        volume of cryogenic liquid is a 
        challenge (and slow) 



Lecture overview 

Lecture 1:  general principles of neutrino interactions 
                                  and particle detection 
 
Lecture 2: neutrinos at GeV energies 
 
 
Next: Lecture 3: neutrinos at MeV energies 


